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ABSTRACT 

 

The web of Things (WoT) ensures to enhance the efficiency of interconnecting smart and physical 

device across world wide web as it not only ensure ergonomics along with contribution of IoT, 

but it gives new variation for device interoperation and information interpretation. It open up new 

hurdles that cannot be overcomes in an efficient manner with only transport layer protection. 

Another efficient answer to this problem is needed, in order to protect sensitive data and to 

provide authentication. This research provides an overview of WoT literature specialized in 

security issues and privacy and also discuss the important issues raised when securing present 

Web of Thing Architecture. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Figure and statistics of smart objects to World Wide Web is exceeding the population of humans. 

Since more smart things are capable to communicate on the www, the idea of IoT is being 

touches to wider area, such as Smart Home, Smart Meter, Remote Healthcare, and Logistics 

Process Automation [1] - [8]. The IoT is a wide word that points to system where objects work 

together with one another to produce effective output for user object. Any object, they have 

computational and communication abilities, known as "smart" that means they are capable to 

fulfill difficult work using provided intelligence information. 

WoT is the Internet of things or everything is also Internet changing idea of multiple object 

related with smart network and interaction along one another and with humans. In WoT, 

information transfer with self and cloud is exchanged, hoping about accuracy in gathering, taping 

along with analyzing currents data [1]. In addition, web-enabled items should be used again and 

accept established web mechanisms such as search, browsing, linking and caching, as [9].  

The Internet of things and web things conceive both idea of conversation being wide, anywhere 

plus everywhere. The ideas cannot be approved in existence without giving priority to privacy and 
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Security. Optimizing web technologies provides an intangible complication of low-level 

protocols.  

For example, HTTP and WebSocket is used again through smart things. In addition, developer 

develop process that communicate via smart things along one another [10, 11]. An open problem 

in this area, is the smart and allowance of customers to have access to the facilities due to the 

dangers like:  

-Malicious customers and unwanted data sharing 

- Anytime and anywhere 

- Unexpected work load and availability risk  

Unknowingly, the concept are strong for below aspect. Firstly, asymmetry: IOT is composed of 

infinite dissimilar objects through different platforms, protocols and needs. Secondly, lack of 

resources: reason being the demand procedure. Third, identity and authentication: Traditionally, 

identifiers linked to users to examine if someone was permitted to take action on issue. 

Combination of hardware and technical world where things are smart of working on oneself or 

someone else’s work. 

II. WEB OF THINGS ARCHITECTURE 

This section give outline of the WoT architecture and characterize the layers dependent on it: the 

Accessibility Layer, Findability Layer, Sharing Layer, Composition Layer as appeared in fig 1. 

The motivation behind this design is to give the capacity of the blend of smart things with existing 

administrations as the web and furthermore the improvement of new web application by utilizing 

smart things [12][13]. 

 

A. Accessibility Layer 

This layer is answerable for changing any issue to the web issue that may be connected or related 

to using protocol request similar to the other resource on the web. In other world, a web thing 

would be REST API which allows to move along with one object within the planet like gap a 

door or measuring  a temperature and looking at its sensing element settled all along the planet. 

 

B. Findability Layer 

This layer answerable for marking things accessible via associate HTTP and WebSocket API is 

nice however it doesn’t implies that application will make a sense that what the thing exactly is 

what information or the things cannot only be simply used by alternative communications 

protocol client however can even be findable and automatically can be used by alternative WoT 
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application. The objective here is to utilize web linguistics standards to clarify things and 

administrations they gave. This permits finding out things by search engines and alternative net 

indexes furthermore because the advanced generation of user interfaces to connect with Things. 

 

C. Sharing Layer 

This layer shared the information of things over the web an accurate and safe manner however the 

information created in any smart things. At that point, another set of web protocols helps. First, 

TLS protocol use for make the transactions on the web secure. Delegated web authentication 

mechanisms like OAuth which might be integrated to our Things API’s. Finally, social networks 

use for sharing the smart things over the Internet. 

 

Fig 1 four layers Web of Things architecture 

 

D. Composition Layer 

The last layer responsible for developing simple composite web application and its work as go-

between developer and end user so that reduce the boundaries between developer and end-users. 

In other words, want to grasp the combination of information and services from various Things 

into a massive environment of web tools similar to analytics software package and mashup 

platforms. 

III. ENABLING TECHNOLOGY 

This section describe and analyze consistently capable technologies, in which standard As well as 

present internet provider technologies, which are very important for WoT, directly or indirectly. 
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A. 6LoWPAN 

All the smart device those are enabled with embedded web server, must be first IP Addressable 

for communication. Various physical Device can be connected in the Internet in the future. 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed standards Low Power Wireless Personal 

Area Network (6LoWPAN) which enable IPv6 based network those are help to connecting the 

devices to the internet with minimum resource.  

It defines the header compression mechanism and encapsulation which is normally allowed to 

send and receive IPv6 packets between resource devices by taking low-power radio 

communication protocols. Figure 2 shows the IPv6 protocol stack with 6LoWPANs compared to 

a normal IP protocol stack.  

The main part of 6LoWPAN is the optimization layer because it permit the Ipv6 packet to put in 

the IEEE802.15.4 frame payload. Following are the function:  

Header Compression, TCP/IP header data links are oversized for the layer protocol and for the 

same compression of data is required to be performed. 

Packet Fragmentation and reassembling, small size packet are support by the data link layer. 

For eg. HTTP is used as the transfer protocol for the media web content.  The CoAP is resembled 

as interactive rule set as for devices which understand interoperability. This discrepancy is to be 

handled in the customization layer by fragmentation and restraint.  

Fig 2 IP and 6LoWPAN Protocol Stack 

 

Edge routing, to route the private networks via the WWW, the router, that are located in area 

through private network and www, holds important part because these root the WWW protocol 
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package outside & vice versa in the PAN device. Also, the Edge Router has management facilities 

like IPv6 prefix. 

 

B. CoAP 

CoAP can be seen as an HTTP target in the form of HTTP supplement, such as Ethernet, where 

this target resources like wireless sensor networks for network interrupted. Anyhow. This set also 

work on regular protocols. This is seen in form of compression or redesign of HTTP. The CoAP 

is resembled as a transfer protocol for devise which understand inter-operability. The CoAP and 

HTTP protocol piles are painted in Fig. 3 

This are characteristics: This uses two layer approach where Transaction layer is utilized for 

managing UDP and offbeat cooperation. It has four sorts of message clarified on this: 

Confirmable (CON, requiring a receipt of message), non-confirmable (No, does not retrieve 

message receipt), acknowledgment (ACK, this CON is accepted), and reset (RST, this define for 

confirmation message was reached along with little reference missing to function property). The 

transmission of request and response message is tackle by Rake / Race layer to resource 

manipulation and interoperability. 

GET, PUT, POST and DELETE request methods supported by CoAP protocol. Hypertext transfer 

Protocol is based on TCP protocol and CoAP is based on UDP whish is connectionless protocol. 

TCP framework offered high overhead, for example, stream control, isn't appropriate for asset 

intruded on devices and LAN. 

However, CoAP offers an alternative dependable transmission even without the support of TCP. 

Remember that if the pre-defined retracement timer is out of the time the ACK is not received, 

then the con message will be transmitted again. To avoid exponential back-up mechanism is used 

in retransmissions.  

Apart from this, there is another advantage in utilizing UDP as well, which enables the best effort 

of CoAP multicast, while does not support TCP-based HTTP multicast.  

 

Fig 3 HTTP and CoAP Protocol Stack 

 

The CoAP decrease the resource overhead and complexity of parsing which resources blocking 

devices. A brief compact-binary header of 4 bytes which has a fixed length is used by CoAP, 
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which gives a compact binary option. A request contains 10-20 bytes of header overhead 

continuous fragmentation is prevented by a small header overhead. The average transaction size 

in the life of byte of CoAP and HTTP has been compared in [34]. All three parameter i.e. life of 

the bytes, power consumption and expected battery life are given in table I.  

TABLE I 

Comparison between CoAP and HTTP [36] 

 Bytes per-transaction  Power  Lifetime 

CoAP  154  
0.744 

mW  

151 

days 

HTTP 1451 
1.333 

mW 
84 days 

 

The CoAP transaction is 10 time smaller than traditional HTTP transaction. Bid deal is resulted 

by intensive calculation and communication which is the reason for high power consumption that 

leads to less battery life. Asynchronous transaction, an important requirement for M2M 

application is supported by CoAP. When server does not answer on time it first accept the 

response of the message and send the response again and again to the offline fashion without the 

risk to send request to request again. 

Web architecture has the feature of support CoAP URI and built in resource search URI so that 

resource should have identify and address in to be searchable. Web has a common resource web. 

Built in resource search format is defined by CoAP in which both search and advertising of 

resources provided by a device are allowed.  

All the end point are inform by CoAP through a built in subscriber/push model. The resource 

which changes in a pull model is not able to vote for the client in an M2M application. A built 

push model is supported by CoAP in which customer can request a response when change occurs. 

Customer complete this push with the sending response message. 

IV. SECURITY ISSUES OF THE WEB OF THINGS 

Usually, sharing in a system leads to the end that the system should be secure and there should be 

no privacy issues. So the concept is same with WoT. During this section, first go through identity 

management problem than the specialization in information privacy and integrity, and then finally 

authorization and access management model. The main threats of WoT is specified in following 

list as follows: 
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There are various important risks with WoT- the server behaves as a substitute to generate the 

request for the right target, things or alternative tasks. Associate degree invader may be in 

advance of the server and pamper itself as a legal server Thus, all the traffic running from this 

server be adjusted by the attacker, which incorporate the certificate object identification. 

Additionally, a duplicate object can send malicious content and user open the personal details. 

Unauthorized permission to access the data and resource. The privacy poling is put at stack by 

hiding the traffic flow between the different part in the WoT. Denial of service attack i.e. the 

unavailable of object / resource on the web. 

 

A. Identity Management in WoT 

Protecting a user identity is a very important part of the any application and system. The identity 

management is a system that define rules for individual in given system with the help of their 

identities and depending on the circumstances. Identity management also define the appropriate 

policy for user or device and identify the entity is authorized on the network or not. The basic 

design of identity management model inside the WoT, WoT scheme is formed from Associate in 

Identity Provider (IDP), a Service Provider (SP) and user / object[14].  

1) Centralized union model: Identity Provider (IDP) is in charge of gathering clients with 

personality data. Identity provider share the user identity information with different- 

different Service Provider (SP). In this model, a problem is arise if any IDP fail than will 

be fail the all identity management system. 

2) Decentralized Union Model: This model distribute IDP’s features in numerous IDP’s in 

distinct secure domain. This model depends on trust relationship between IDP’s and SP. 

Anyway in this model, the client does not the full control of over identity information 

because information is stored in the IDP and if the IDP in not trustful then they can be 

exposed to any of the other party without having the authority. 

3) User-centric model: It solves the issue of regulating client's identity, which gives the client 

complete command over all the offer identified with his identity. In essence, the user 

needs a true approval to use his identity. Users may have more than one identity issued by 

more than one identifying providers. Such systems need to guarantee many qualities, some 

of the basic privacy, integrity and uniqueness. The proper classification of properties of 

user control is shown in [14]. And an e.g. Of IDM which is user-centric in shown in [15]. 
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B. Data confidentiality and integrity 

To Save and consume the confidential and integrity of the data, and to prevent the interaction 

between the various units of the system, it is essential to secure the communication between the 

various elements of the Thing environment web. In WoT encryption can lead to a problematic 

situation because cryptographic calculations typically require memory and energy which is 

unavailable in smart devices. End to end encryption has two types, first deals with the security of 

transport layer and second deals with security at application layer. CoAP completes the evolution 

of security at application layer with the help of addition of some new security feature.  

The first choice is Security On the one that is accurate if the obtained CoAP message is included 

from an application level security.  The application of security fields is indicated by this option. 

The destination unit recognizes the CoAP URI that the destination should manage, in order to use 

the traversal of other trust encryption can use this option multiple times in the same CoAP. The 

proper ciphers and keys are decided when the message are verified.  

Enabling the use of authorization and identify mechanism is the second most option 

SecurityToken. In order to achieve an access to a given CoAP useful resource based totally the 

requester must become identify itself. Request authorization based on per message basis is 

enabled with the support of this selection also. The authentication process can be used by the 

requester by using token field or simply by using username or password.  

SecurityEncap is the last option, security information are transferred by this. If security-on 

message requires only one encryption this message can be a non-transferable with the options 

after the data is being encrypted. On the off chance that security-on message requires signature 

alongside encryption, a MAC, numerous alternatives and encrypted information can be taken with 

this choice. More data on these new CoAP safety options can be seek in [16]. 

 

C. Authorization in WoT 

Only allowing authorized parties to fined and flexible access control is important for an open 

environment same as WOT, where the objects are part of the WWW and are easily searchable. 

Because of disrupted nature of smart object two things i.e. traditional cryptographic algorithms 

and protocols. Most real solutions goal to establish a discrete authority architecture, where a back-

end server is related to complex tasks, for which binding devices need to process resources while 

handling minimum messages. The smart device and requester are two end point of server. The 

request from various entities should be separated by device and enforce the correct authorization 

decision.  
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An authorization and certification architecture has been proposed specifically for the bound 

environment, where complex security works will be assigned to any other trusted unit, or assisted 

by the less affected actors in the system [17]. Each unit will get a bound level ("bound level", 

"low bound level", etc.) in this architecture. Authority manages also known as less interrupted 

nodes will execute complex protections from their respective managed nodes such as 

management keys, enforcement policies, etc. Figure 4 shows the overall authority architecture:  

 

Fig 4 Overall authorization architecture [17] 

 

The Resource Server (RS) is facilitating and speaking to an asset. It very well may be a SO or 

traditional server (low bound gadget). The client (C) resource server (RS) has an end point 

requesting resources. These may or may not have trust relationships.  

The Authorization Server (AS) In charge of formatting and approving authentication data of 

Authority Server (AS) authorization and RS, which is low barrier level of architecture. The role of 

backup of RO and RS is played by this which works to handle access requests. In order to provide 

further relief to the bound level authorization and authentication mechanisms are deployed. And 

finally in charge of creating a Client Authority Server (CAS) authorization and approving 

authentication data for the customer. It additionally has a low resistance level of design and 

assumes the job of backup for RQP and takes a report at sake of the customer to deal with access 

request. 

Resource owner (RO) is principle unit that is responsible for controlling resources & giving 

permissions with help of mechanism like Oeth[18] and UMA[19]. It controls and makes decision 

for RS. Access to resource R is forbidded if any entity remains unauthorized by RO. The in-
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charge of costumer is the Request party (RQP), regulated and created by client. Main function of 

RQP is to govern interaction that customer can work with other intervals and make authorization 

decisions from client.  

The client is forbidden from exchanging information along the asset in authorized way, so the 

requestor is authorizing the party. Apart from this, RO can provide sufficient information CAS to 

interact with autonomy of allowance for RS along the AS as the appealing customer. 

The Principal it can be either an RQP or a RO. 

 

D. Protecting the infrastructure 

An important problem in securing IOT come its potential magnitude accompanied with internal 

technical inequality. Construction off-shelf and creating solutions for every included technical 

changes into an open protection infrastructure layout, that can be most complementing purpose of 

the search. 

1) Obtaining data privacy and integrity 

This means that the data transmitted between different IOT nodes (or stored by them) can be 

blocked or corrupted by an opponent. Several solutions for storing information have been 

enforced for almost different architectures and app scenarios [20], [21], [22] while [23], [24] 

primarily encryption key management problems and distributed unsurprisingly addresses the 

cancellation of weak connected storage devices, including USB stick. 

2) Confidentiality 

The aim of the attackers is to impersonate available element of the infrastructure to spread bogus 

along with missing information instead of preventing, increasing in turn changing function or 

alarm situation information. Apart from this, the purpose of the attackers may involve blocking 

the whole or part of the infrastructure (service rejection) by disconnecting some nodes secretly or 

partially. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) [25] is an essential tool for implementing systems / 

networks to detect and block potential adverse activities. Tailed IDS solutions, which may be 

suitable for IOT, have been discussed [26], [27]. Trusted computing (TC) is a procedure that is to 

guarantee that the PC framework screens expected and is having the capacity to demonstrate the 

stage extends tamper-resistant cryptographic hardware. The maximum mature implementation of 

this sort of theory is because of the reliable computing group [28], which has issued specification 

for computer devices along with computer PC platforms. Reliable virtual domains (TVDs) [29], 

[30] apply leverage to relay reliable computing and virtualization, to deliver alliances of reliable 

performance environments (coaches): (A) rely on each other, (B) Share a common safety policy 
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that is being run independently from impartial platform. TVD is considered a solid employer 

solution for creating efficient cloud based application such as Healthcare Infrastructure [31].  

3) Data Secrecy Seeking 

Connecting a "smart" device to the network also increases privacy concerns. In the statistics, 

information in this emerging is unintentionally made “as is” and is provide with concern of 

“awareness” but has been completed totally thru normal actions, private behaviors, conduct etc 

(and potentially unconsciousness) for instance inside the smart grid [32], [33]. Since it appeared, 

RFID technology gave rise to many privacy issues due to statistics that following tools are not 

capable of efficiently collecting the disclosure or information that is not being carried out. 

Problems are a common scenarios in almost all RFID application [34]. 

4) Omnipresent Identity Management 

Definition of an identification management system (IDM) device that manages identity residences 

for both customers and devices / gadgets inside IOT is extensively taken into consideration to be 

the primary objective. [35] Indeed, anyway at the same time as many multi-tenant, standardized 

and confidentially-protected mechanisms were proposed to manipulate user identity within the 

final decade. [36], [37], [38], [39] similar "cheese" identity management. The initiative to define 

the system is far from reaching its maturity. [40]  

5) Access Control Policy Enforcement  

Access Control Policy Enforcement is major troubles inside IOT security and confidentiality. 

Particularly, implementing RBAC policies on the various part of the produced data by the sensor 

as one of the unavailable interests [41]. However the growth and enlargement of RBAC system, 

account properties such as asynchronous events [42], nonpermanent rules [43], and geographic 

data [44] are worth depth. 

 

E. Web of Things API Vulnerabilities  

Below are some API vulnerabilities in Web of Things: 

 

1) Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS)  

Inefficiently designed APIs are often the aim of DDOS attacks. Regularly does not limit the rate 

on the developer API, or does not slice the harmful requests. There is a complex logic behind API 

Endpoints here and there is enough to run computationally, it is similar to the confirmation logic 

for which a hashing algorithm is required. At that time when an opponent searches for such 

intervals, then they spam the entire structure with requests to bring down. Such intervals should 
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be served independently from the original API so that the limited performance is affected in the 

attack  

2) Inscribe resource 

APIs whose incorporated assets are a gold mine for hacker. Faulty example is spreading customer 

information through an unapproved open API. It is terrible in itself, though what has increased in 

this case that the customer ID was numeric - meaning that the attacker does not need to 

understand the client ID, they can insist on only one limitation and each of the information Can 

get it. 

3) Sharing Resources Using Signed URL’s  

Regularly gives links to hypermedia resources such as an API picture or video. These resources 

can then be consumed through customer in any capacity. For instance, to associate through any 

video, it very well may be played specifically in the browser or in the media player. These kinds 

of resources, as may be, are interested in hot linking which creates some problems to the provider: 

on resources Strain, there is not any way to go back to the content provider first. Along these 

lines, is crucial that a similar resource URLs are fascinating and recognizable. A singed URL can 

be utilized to execute strategies, for example, rate hurdle, and programmed delays along with 

check sharing. 

4) Weaknesses in third party libraries 

These days, many developers use many third party collections, usually for open source or free 

software license.  Benefits make their jobs easier and they are not concerned about adding more 

features to the library or fixing the bug themselves. It presents the surface of other attack as 

outcome of an external element and as a result of developers who have been defending the 

security. Code injection is other security related issues where hacker find out the malicious 

executable code and inject in to legitimate traffic at the time of end point transfer. Cross-site 

scripting: same as code injection, written a script from non-desirable sources and put to traffic. 

Unsafe Direct Object Reference: Unauthorized person getting the file access. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper firstly give an overview of WoT. It shows multiple benefits of WoT through previous 

technologies. Some key allowing standard and technologies (e.G. 6LoWPAN, CoAP, mashup, 

and so on.) associated with WoT also are discussed and examined. The initial things is related to 

Identity management that ensures authentication of the users. Authentication is very important in 

any ecosystem so each WoT entity needs to be identifiable. The requester can firstly verify itself 

and ask for getting permission to access resources. The second phase take the assurance for the 
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privacy and the reliability of the communication among the entities. They use end to end 

encryption for secure communication. The third phase is handle the authorization models. In 

current environment Security and privacy still needs updation. Mainly the problem is trust 

relationship because different entities communicate each other in the environment. WoT will be 

necessary in the future lives and some challenging issues arise but this challenging issues will be 

tackle in the future. 
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